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Abstract
Suitable software languages are crucial to tackling the ever-increasing
complexity of software engineering processes and software products. They
model, specify, and test products, describe processes and interactions with
services and serve many other purposes. Meanwhile, engineering suitable
modeling languages with useful tooling also has become a challenging endeavor - and far too often, new languages are developed from scratch. We
shed light on the advances of modeling language engineering that facilitate
reuse, modularity, compositionality, and derivation of new languages based
on language components. To this end, we discuss ways to design, combine,
and derive modeling languages in all their relevant aspects. We illustrate the
application of advanced language engineering throughout the paper, which
culminates in the example of deriving complete domain-specific transformations language from existing language components.
Keywords: Software Language Engineering, Language Composition,
Language Derivation
The limits of my language
mean the limits of my world
– Ludwig Wittgenstein

1. Motivation
Using models to understand and shape the world is a very foundational
technique that has already been used in ancient Greece and Egypt. Scientists
model to comprehend while engineers model to design (parts of) the world.
Although modeling has been employed for ages in virtually all disciplines it is
fairly recent that the form of models is made explicit in modeling languages.
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Computer science invented this approach to enable formality and a precise
understanding of what is a well-formed model for the communication between
humans and machines.
Programming languages in general, SQL [1], XML [2], and the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) [3, 4, 5] in particular have been developed to
enable such highly precise communication. Despite these efforts, it is obvious that researchers and practitioners of many domains are dissatisfied
by solving domain-specific problems with general purpose languages or unified languages that try to cover all domains. The general aspiration of
such languages creates a conceptual gap between the problem domains and
the solution domains giving rise to unintended complexities [6]. As a result, Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) and Domain-Specific Modeling Languages (DSMLs) [7, 8, 9, 10] were created to meet domain-specific needs. Due
to the ongoing digitization of virtually every domain in our life, work, and
society, the need for more specific languages arises. It is apparent, that we
need to be able to accommodate new and changing domains with appropriate
domain-specific languages – ideally on-the-fly. This raises three questions:
1. How to design new DSLs that fit specific purposes?
2. How to engineer a DSL from predefined components?
3. How to derive DSLs from existing DSLs?
In this paper, we discuss means to efficiently engineer DSLs and to enable
their composition to facilitate language engineering in the large. One particular mechanism towards this is language derivation, in which new languages
are derived from existing ones. We present and discuss such a mechanism for
the derivation of transformation languages as well as its application in detail.
Using this can prevent designing new languages from scratch each time and
facilitates efficient engineering of languages from reusable components. The
discussed mechanisms to compose and derive languages are the core of what
we call Software Language Engineering (SLE) [11] today: the discipline of
engineering software languages, which are not only applied to computer science, but to any form of domain that deals with data, their representation
in form of data structures, smart systems that need control, as well as with
smart services that assist us in our daily life. This paper extends our previous
work presented in [12, 13] by a refined software language derivation mechanism for domain-specific transformation languages and a detailed description

of the derived MontiArc transformation language. Overall, the contributions
of this paper are
• A presentation of the state of software language engineering with an
example using the MontiCore language workbench (Section 2).
• An investigation of software language composition mechanisms (Section 3).
• A detailed presentation of a language derivation mechanism that presents
its derivation rules and a comprehensive example describing the derivation of the MontiArcTL transformation language (Section 4).
• A discussion of challenges in language engineering (Section 5).
2. Language Engineering
Model-Driven Development [14, 15, 6] lifts abstract models to primary
development artifacts to facilitate software analysis, communication, documentation, and transformation. Automated analysis and transformation of
models require that these adhere to contracts. Such automation is feasible,
if models conform to contracts in the form of languages specifications. For
many popular modeling languages, such as UML [3], AADL [16], or Matlab/Simulink [17], research and industry have produced useful analyses and
transformations. These rely on making the constituents and concerns of languages machine processable. To this effect, the discipline of SLE investigates
disciplined and systematic approaches to the design, implementation, testing,
deployment, use, evolution, and recovery of modeling languages.
Similar to research in natural languages, SLE commonly defines languages
as the set of sentences they can produce [18]. Operationalizing languages,
however, requires more precise characterizations. To this effect, languages
usually are defined in terms of their syntax (possible sentences) and semantics
(meaning) [19]. Syntax comprises concrete syntax (words) and abstract syntax (structure), while semantics comprises static semantics (well-formedness)
and dynamic semantics (behavior) [18]. The technical realizations of modeling languages often implement the latter concretization. As “software languages are software too” [20], their technical realizations are as diverse as
implementations of other software kinds. This complicates comprehensibility, maintenance, evolution, testing, deployment, and reuse.

To shed light on this diversity of language realization mechanisms, this
section presents different mechanisms to define modeling languages and highlights selected language development environments employing these mechanisms. Afterwards, we illustrate the development of a language to represent
a variant of UML class diagrams that will serve as running example for the
subsequent sections.
2.1. Engineering Modeling Languages
Research has produced various means to develop solutions for representing
the different concerns of modeling languages. Lately, two different language
implementation techniques have been distinguished:
1. Internal modeling languages can be realized as fluent APIs [7] in host
programming languages whose method names resemble keywords of
the language. Omitting syntactic sugar (such as dots and parentheses)
as supported by modern programming languages (cf. Groovy, Scala)
enables creating chains of method calls that resemble models. This
method is suitable for language prototyping and promotes reusing the
host language’s tooling (such as parsers, editors, compilers, etc.). The
expressiveness of the modeling language depends on the host programming language.
2. External modeling languages feature a stand-alone syntax that requires
tooling to process its models into machine-processable representations.
While this creates additional effort over internal languages, external
languages can leverage a greater language definition flexibility. However, language-related tooling must be provided by the language engineer.
The majority of modeling language research focuses on external languages, which yield greater flexibility in language design. Consequently, research has produced more solutions to the definition of external languages,
which is why we focus on their realization techniques in the following.
Engineering language syntaxes historically is related to the development
and processing of (context-free) grammars [21], which are sets of derivation
rules that at least enable describing the languages’ abstract syntaxes. Many
approaches to grammar-driven language engineering [22] support specifying
a language’s concrete syntax in the same grammar as well [23]; hence, they

enable efficient language development and maintenance. Metamodels are
another popular means to develop the abstract syntax of languages [9]. Here,
classes and their relations structure the syntax of a language. While these do
not support the integration of the concrete syntax (and, hence, always require
providing editors), they enable reifying references between model elements
that are name-based in grammars, as first level references.
Concrete syntaxes are either textual [24, 25], graphical [26], or projectional [9]. Textual syntaxes require parsing, whereas graphical and projectional syntaxes (e.g., forms enabling editing the abstract syntax directly [27])
usually are bound to specific editors. In contrast, textual syntaxes enable
reusing established software engineering tooling, such as editors or version
control systems.
Whether the well-formedness of models is subject to their syntax or their
static semantics is subject to debate [18, 28]. Nonetheless, various techniques
have been established to enforce well-formedness of models with respect to
properties that cannot be captured by grammars or metamodels (e.g., preventing two class members of the same name). Popular approaches to wellformedness checking are programming language rules and Object Constraint
Language (OCL) [29] constraints. Both require a model’s internal representation and raise errors if these are not well-formed according to the individual
rule. As OCL is a modeling language itself, it requires interpreting it or translating the constraints to programming language artifacts actually executed
on the models under development.
Executing models is a popular way to realize their dynamic semantics.
This can have the form of interpretation [30] or transformation [31]. With
the former, a software (the interpreter) processes the models and executes
according to their description. This interpreter can be part of the models
or a separate software. Transformations process models and translates these
into other formalisms with established semantics, such as a programming
language. Model-to-text (M2T) transformations [32] read models of a specific
language and translate these to plain text (such as programming language
code), whereas model-to-model (M2M) transformations [32] translate models
from an input modeling language to an output modeling language. The
former lends itself for ad-hoc transformation development using template
engines or string concatenation (as the output language is not required) but
lacks the structure and verifiability of M2M transformations.
Language workbenches [33] – such as GEMOC Studio [34], Neverlang [35],
MontiCore [36], MPS [27], Rascal [37], or Spoofax [38] – are software develop-

ment environments supporting language engineering. Based on an, usually
fixed, integration of language definition constituents, they facilitate creating languages and corresponding tooling. For instance, GEMOC Studio [34]
employs ECore [39] metamodels for abstract syntax, OCL for static semantics, and Kermeta [30] for weaving interpretation capabilities into its languages. Concrete syntax can, e.g., have the form of Xtext [40] grammars
or Sirius [41] editors. The meta programming system (MPS) features projectional language engineering on top of a metamodel and combines this
with well-formedness checking and execution through M2M transformations.
Neverlang [35] supports grammar-based language definition and focuses on
combining these with language processing tools. It executes models via interpretation.
Other approaches to engineering reusable languages and language modules focus on defining languages through attribute grammars [42], which support encoding semantics (such as behavior) into the abstract syntax itself.
While this enables incremental language engineering [43], a more compact
definition of languages and enforces considering language reuse with respect
to syntax and semantics, it usually forces language engineers to master additional formalisms and tooling (e.g., a grammar-embedded behavior language [44, 45]) instead of being able to reuse established mechanisms (such
as Xtend [46] or FreeMarker [47]). Similarly, ASF+SDF environment enables
specifying syntax through SDF in a BNF-like fashion and supports algebraic
specification of semantics with ASF [48]. While this is even more expressive
than attribute grammars, it again demands specific metalanguage tooling
that language engineers rarely are familiar with.
The next section illustrates engineering of a textual modeling language
for class diagrams (CDs) with the MontiCore language workbench.
2.2. Language Engineering with MontiCore
MontiCore [24, 49, 36] is a language workbench for the efficient engineering of compositional modeling languages. The concrete and abstract
syntax of languages are defined as extended context-free grammars (CFG).
From these grammars, MontiCore generates parsers and abstract syntax
classes. The parser enables processing textual models into instances of the
languages’ abstract syntax classes. To ensure well-formedness of parsed models, MontiCore also supports a Java-based well-formedness checking framework. With this, Java context conditions process these models to check their

well-formedness prior to applying M2M transformations [12] or templatebased code generators [50]. MontiCore supports language inheritance, language embedding, and language aggregation [49] to reuse and combine languages with little effort. Language inheritance resembles language extension
as presented in [51, 52], but in contrast to operating on attribute grammars, MontiCore operates on CFGs, focuses on code generation, and leaves
the choice of model behavior implementation language to the developer (although FreeMarker [47] is supported out-of-the-box).
Various MontiCore languages have been engineered for and applied to
different domains1 , including automotive [53], cloud computing [54], smart
homes [55], robotics [50], and software engineering [4, 5] itself. For the latter,
we have developed the UML/P family of modeling languages [5], which is a
subset of UML [3] that is refined to enable pervasive model-driven engineering. The UML/P includes the class diagram for analysis (CD4A) modeling
language, which is used to illustrate language engineering techniques in the
following.
Consider the excerpt of the CD4Analysis MontiCore grammar depicted
in Figure 1, which defines the syntax of the CD4A modeling language. The
grammar comprises productions that define the integrated concrete and abstract syntax of language elements. After the keyword grammar and its
name, the grammar extends the grammar Basics to reuse previously defined productions (l. 1), such as rules for types and names. Afterwards,
the productions follow that characterize this variant of UML class diagrams.
Each rule is defined by a head (before the “=”, e.g., CDDefinition in l. 2)
and a body. The head of a rule declares a new language element and the
body defines its properties. To this effect, the body contains terminals (e.g.,
"classdiagram" in l. 2) and non-terminals (e.g., Class in l. 3). Different
operators (e.g., “ *” in l. 3, “?” in l. 13, and “+” in l. 15) define the quantity
or presence of a part in a rule’s body.
Based on this grammar, the CD4A model, shown as an excerpt in Figure 2, can be created. It describes a simplified banking system consisting of
a package declaration (l. 1), an abstract Account class to describe different
types of accounts (ll. 3-7), an interface to model employees (l. 17) and its
implementation (ll. 18-20), as well as multiple associations (e.g., l. 55). From
this grammar, MontiCore produces a parser and an abstract syntax class for
1

See http://monticore.de/languages/

language extension
01 grammar CD4Analysis extends Basics {
MCG
02
CDDefinition = "classdiagram" Name "{"
iteration
of
03
(Class | Interface | Enum | Association)*
alternatives
04
"}"
concrete
syntax
keyword
optionality
…
13
Class = Modifier? "class" Name
14
( "extends" superclass:ReferenceType )?
15
( "implements" interfaces:(ReferenceType || ",") +)?
16
( ClassBody | ";" );
17
comma-separated list of
18
ClassBody = "{" (Attribute)* "}";
ReferenceType instances
19
Modifier = abstract:["abstract"];
20
Attribute = "private" Type Name;
21 }

Figure 1: An excerpt of a MontiCore grammar for the CD4A language.

each rule. The latter captures the rule’s right-hand side by providing members capable of storing its content. Additionally, MontiCore’s infrastructure
applies context conditions – manually created Java rules defined relative to
the abstract syntax of CD4A – to determine the well-formedness of models. This is used, for instance, to ensure uniqueness of class names within a
diagram.
3. Composing Modeling Languages
Model-Driven Development is successful when initiated bottom-up [56],
i.e., developers employ modeling languages considered suitable for their domainspecific challenges instead of using predefined, monolithic general-purpose
modeling techniques. For efficient language engineering, evolution, validation, and maintenance, these languages should be retained as independent as
possible. Ultimately, however, combining such languages mandates their efficient composition [18]. Considering, for instance, the software of the smart
and modular factories imagined within Industry 4.0, which demand integrating business processes, domain models, behavior models and failure models
of the automation systems, assembly plan models, manipulator kinematics,
and more. Integrating these modeling languages into a combined software
requires well-defined operations for their composition.
Software engineering itself is another prime example of a domain leverag-

01 package banking;
02 classdiagram BankingSystem {
03
abstract class Account {
04
long number;
05
int balance;
06
int overdraft;
07
}
…
17
interface Employee;
18
class Consultant implements Employee {
19
String name;
20
}
…
55
association [1] Account <-> [[name]] Consultant;
56 }

CD4A

Figure 2: An example of a CD4A model describing a lightweight banking system.

ing language composition to facilitate development, evolution, and maintenance. To this effect, research and industry have produced languages for
(1) modeling structure and behavior of the software under development,
such as UML [3]; (2) describing database interaction, such as SQL [1] or
HQL [57]; (3) describing software build processes, such as Maven’s Project
Object Models [58]; (4) describing configuration of product lines [59], such as
feature diagrams [31]; (5) describing model changes in a structured fashion,
such as delta modeling languages [60] (6) extending models with additional,
external information (tagging languages [61]); (7) coordinating the use of
different modeling languages, such as the BCOol language [62]; (8) transforming models of other languages, such as ATL [63] or the FreeMarker [47]
template language; and (9) describing the syntax and semantics of modeling
languages, such as ECore [39], Kermeta [30], Melange [64], or MontiCore [24].
Consequently, structured reuse of language parts is crucial to enable
efficient SLE. While research on language integration has produced reuse
concepts and relations to language definition concerns [18], the diversity
of language realization techniques has spawned very different reuse mechanisms [51]. Generally, we distinguish language integration, which produces a
new language, from existing languages, from language coordination, in which
the sentences of two languages (i.e., their models) are related to achieve
common goals [18].
For integrating languages, concepts such as merging of metamodels [64],

inheriting and embedding of grammars [52, 49], importing or combining of
metamodel and grammar elements [65, 66, 67, 68, 69] as well as interoperability by translating between different metamodels using horizontal model transformations [70, 71] have been conceived. These mechanisms enable a whitebox integration to extend and refine existing abstract syntaxes to domainspecific requirements but rarely consider including integration of other language concerns. For instance, efficient creation of models conforming to languages produced through merging, inheritance, or importing of parts of other
languages requires creating or extending proper editors. Even when editors
for the base languages exist, this requires handcrafting editing capabilities for
the extensions. Similar challenges arise for reusing language semantics. As
these usually are realized through model interpretation or model transformation, the corresponding tools of extended languages must also be extended.
Yet, there are only a few approaches that support compositional semantics
realizations, such as code generator composition mechanisms [50] or code
generator reuse by translating between metamodels [70, 72, 71]. Furthermore, when integrating different grammars, ambiguities in parsing can arise
as discussed in [73].
Coordination of modeling languages is less invasive, but mandates means
to reason over models of coordinated languages – either for their joint analysis
or their joint execution. The former, for instance, requires checking the validity of feature models or model transformations with respect to the referenced
models. To prevent tying the referencing languages to abstract syntax internals of the referenced languages, abstraction mechanisms, such as the symbol
tables of MontiCore [49] have been developed. Joint execution of models of
different languages requires exposing and combining their execution mechanisms. Where languages originate from the same language workbench, this
integration has been addressed (e.g., by exposing the executable interfaces
of model elements [74]). Truly heterogeneous, generalizable coordination has
yet to be achieved.
In the next section, we sketch how applying language integration mechanisms to the CD language enables preparing it for code generation.
3.1. Extending and Refining a MontiCore Language
To enable describing software-related properties of domain models more
precisely (e.g., their behavior), we extend the CD4A language by additional
language constructs such as methods and their bodies. On the other hand,

01 grammar CD4Code extends CD4Analysis {
MCG
02
start CDDefinition;
03
04
ClassBody = "{" (Attribute | Method)* "}";
05
Method = returnType:Type Name Parameters "{" Statement* "}";
06
Parameters = "(" (Parameter || ",")* ")";
07
Parameter = Type Name;
08
interface Statement;
…
// various implementations of interface Statement
82 }

Figure 3: An excerpt of the CD4Code extension of CD4A.

modeling abstract classes should be prevented without breaking existing
CD4A-processing tooling.
For the former, the CD4Code grammar extends CD4Analysis (cf. Figure 1) and introduces methods with return types and bodies. For the latter,
we introduce a new well-formedness rule that rejects models with abstract
classes. An excerpt of the newly created CD4Code language is shown in Figure 3. It extends the CD4Analysis language (l. 1) and reuses its start rule
(l. 2). In addition, the ClassBody rule is overridden and adds methods
(ll. 4-8) and leverages MontiCore’s interface productions to enable various statement implementations for method bodies (e.g., assignments, conditionals, loops, etc.).
The rule Class of CD4Analysis also features an optional Modifier,
which is translated to a field of the corresponding type in the abstract syntax representing Class. Consequently, reused CD4A tooling expecting a
Modifier field (e.g., a model checker) will not break as the field still is
present in the abstract syntax. However, due to the new well-formedness
rule, there will never be a CD4Code diagram instance with an “abstract”
modifier. Ambiguity between nonterminal names is detected by MontiCore
and handled by choosing the first occurrence replacing all further references
to this nonterminal [36]. Further ambiguities are detected by the underlying
ANTLR parser generator [75].
4. Deriving Modeling Languages
Software engineering leverages modeling languages to mechanize working
with models of other languages, such as transformation languages [63, 76],

delta modeling languages [60], or tagging languages [61]. Such languages
have in common that they are either overly generic or are specifically tied
to a base language (i.e., the languages whose models are transformed or
tagged). The former requires developers to learn completely new languages
that are independent of a (possibly well-known) base language, while the
latter raises the challenge of engineering and maintaining specific languages
as well as their specific tooling (editors, analyses, transformations), which is
hardly viable.
To address the latter, methods to develop new languages by deriving their
syntaxes from related base languages have been developed. These methods rely on processing the base languages’ (abstract) syntaxes and creating new (abstract) syntaxes from them. Where the base languages are defined by grammars, such derivation can produce derived concrete syntaxes.
For metamodel-based language definition, this would require deriving editor
(parts) instead. Automating the creation of well-formedness rules and behavior implementations of derived languages is more challenging as both may
differ from the base languages completely. Where, for example, Statecharts
describe state-based behavior, a transformation language derived from Statecharts describes how to translate Statechart models into something else. The
behaviors of both languages are unrelated. The same holds for their wellformedness rules.
After an example illustrating the benefits of deriving modeling languages
from other languages, this section presents a mechanism to derive DomainSpecific Transformation Languages (DSTLs) and demonstrates it by deriving
the grammar MontiArcTL.
4.1. Example for Modeling Language Derivation
Consider developing software architectures for cyber-physical systems. A
recent study on architecture description languages (ADLs) [77] identified
over 120 different ADLs for different domains and use cases [78]. These
range from industrial, comprehensive languages for specific domains (such
as AADL [16] for avionics) to less complex, academic languages (such as
ACME [79]). Nonetheless, learning a new ADL requires considerable effort.
Many of the ADLs identified in [78] have in common that they enable
decomposing complex architectures into hierarchically composed, interconnected components that operate individually and exchange messages through
explicit ports. An example for such an architecture, formulated in the MontiArc ADL [80], is depicted in Figure 4 (a), which sketches the composed

composed component
01 component Robot {
MA
02
port in Image img,
out State state;
03
typed, directed
component Controller ctrl { message ports
04
port in Image img;
05
subcomponent
}
06
connect img -> ctrl.img;
07
connector
08 }
(a) Robot architecture prior to transformation .

new system elements achieved
through model transformation

01 component Robot {
MA
02
port in Image img,
out State state;
03
component Controller ctrl {
04
port in Image img;
05
}
06
connect img -> ctrl.img;
07
component Monitor monitor {
08
port in Image trigger,
09
out State state;
10
}
11
connect img -> monitor.trigger;
12
connect monitor.state -> state;
13
14 }
(b) After transformation, Robot includes a
monitor and related connectors.

Figure 4: Robot architecture before and after transformation.

component Robot receiving an input Image via its incoming port img
and passes that to its Controller that decides on its reaction. A typical pattern for such systems is to include run-time monitoring, which can
be achieved through integrating a monitor component and connectors as depicted in Figure 4 (b). For each affected component, a new sub-component
of type Monitor should be introduced that receives the same input as the
containing component. The monitor evaluates the input and determines
the containing component’s state based on the input. This state is emitted
through the containing component’s state port, such that other components can take this state into consideration.
Instead of integrating this infrastructure manually for every component, it
should be added automatically through appropriate transformations. Learning a general-purpose transformation language to describe transformations
for the ADL of choice requires additional effort. Creating a transformation
language that uses the syntax of the ADL of choice can reduce this effort
accordingly. Obviously, using the exact same syntax is not feasible as transformation languages usually describe patterns of replacing model elements.
Hence, such languages require means to describe patterns with static and
variable parts. Ideally, architecture developers can describe these patterns in
familiar syntax.
For the integration of monitoring infrastructure as illustrated in Figure 4
(b), a transformation should check whether the affected component does not
contain a monitor yet and integrate a monitor and connectors accordingly.

pattern matching arbitrary component names
01 component $_ {
MATrans
02
port in $portType $portName;
out State state;
03
part of the pattern
component Controller $_ {
04
port in $portType $portName;
05
}
06
07
schema variable
not [[component Monitor monitor {} ]]
08
[[ :- component Monitor monitor { port in $portType trigger, out State state; }]]
09
[[ :- connect $portName -> monitor.trigger; ]]
10
replacement operators
[[ :- connect monitor.state -> state; ]]
11
(replace left-hand side
12 }
with right-hand side)

Figure 5: A domain-specific transformation that integrates monitoring infrastructure
into composed components using the base ADL’s syntax.

Figure 5 depicts such a pattern in a DSTL derived from MontiArc. The pattern begins with matching arbitrary, composed components that contain a
Controller sub-component that receives inputs from its containing component (ll. 1-6). This yields an outgoing State port, and does not contain a
Monitor sub-component yet (l. 8). If such a component is met, a Monitor
with corresponding ports and connectors is added to the containing component (ll. 9-11).
Evidently, this pattern resembles the input language very closely: it uses
the same concrete syntax to describe patterns and replacements, i.e., it uses
vocabulary the developers are already familiar with [81, 82]. However, transformations require greater flexibility (e.g., to match arbitrary composed components) than the base languages to enable more powerful patterns. This
relaxation [83, 84] requires to ease constraints of the base language, to, for
instance, enable omitting base language model elements in patterns that are
irrelevant to it.
Deriving such languages often enables to retain large parts of the syntax of
the base language and, hence, reduces the effort of learning the new language.
Therefore, the following sections explain how to derive a DSTL and detail
the resulting MontiArcTL grammar.
4.2. Elements of a DSTL
This section describes the elements that a derived DSTL supports. Based
on this, the derivation of DSTLs is explained in the subsequent sections. The
explanation partly reproduces the explanation given in our previous work
[76], presents new derivation rules, and provides additional details.

4.2.1. Concrete Syntax and Schema Variables for Pattern
First of all, a derived DSTL needs to be able to describe the model part
being transformed, i.e., the pattern. As DSTLs are tailored to their corresponding DSLs, the syntax for describing patterns is taken from the DSL
and complemented with transformation specific operators explained in this
section. Consequently, every model itself is a valid pattern described using the DSTL. In addition, a DSTL relaxes the constraints of its DSL such
that a pattern does not necessarily need to be a complete model [83, 84].
Instead, every model element defined by a non-terminal in the DSL is allowed as a top-level element in the pattern. For example, a pattern for a
MontiArc model can describe connectors without specifying its surrounding
component. Furthermore, only properties of the model element relevant to
the pattern need to be described. For instance, if a component’s ports are irrelevant for the transformation they need not be specified within the pattern
even though the component in the model could have ports. Omitted properties do not specify their absence, instead, there is nothing said about these
properties. To explicitly prevent the occurrence of certain model elements
within the model, negation can be used (cf. Section 4.2.3). These elements
are explained subsequently. Finally, DSTLs provide schema variables for abstraction purposes, i.e., they can be used instead of specifying the pattern
element and thus only specify the presence of a certain element, and bind
pattern elements to variables. Schema variables consist of a “$” sign and
a name, e.g., $portName in Figure 5. Furthermore, using the application
constraint explained in Section 4.2.7, constraints based on the schema variables can be expressed. Finally, schema variables can serve as a placeholder
for values calculated and assigned to them as described in Section 4.2.6.
There are three possible way to use schema variables. The simplest form
regards names in the model, i.e., usages of the non-terminal Name in the
grammar of the DSL. In MontiArcTL, this form can be used, for instance, to
match component names and port names, for instance. Instead of a concrete
name, a schema variable is used. In Figure 5, this form is used for the names
of the ports ($portName). Using the same schema variable multiple times
– as in the example – expresses that the corresponding name occurrences in
the model must be identical.
The second way of using schema variables is to bind pattern elements.
For this purpose, the pattern element is enclosed in double square brackets
and preceded by a schema variable, e.g., $C [[ component Monitor

{} ]].
The third way is suitable for model elements defined by non-terminals
such as components ports or connectors. In this case, a schema variable is
used instead of a pattern element. This form consists of the schema variable
and the type of the variable which is the name of the non-terminal in the
DSL’s grammar. Therefore, the pattern just expresses that an element corresponding to the type of the schema variable must be present in the model
but does not restrict its structure, e.g., MAComponent $C.
A match for the pattern is found in a model if a corresponding model
element for every element of the pattern is found. If no match for the pattern
exists the transformation is not applicable.
4.2.2. Replacement Operator
Graph transformations [85] typically express transformations by describing two graphs, the left-hand side (LHS) and the right-hand side (RHS). The
LHS describes the pattern, while the RHS describes the same model part
after applying the transformation. Elements only present in the graph of the
LHS are deleted, elements present on both sides are kept and elements only
present on the RHS are created. Separating these graphs complicates writing
and understanding transformations. All elements that should be kept need
to be repeated on the RHS and the modification needs to be understood by
comparing both graphs. Thus, an integrated notation that only marks added
and deleted elements is preferable as realized by several tools such as Henshin [86, 87] or eMoflon [88]. Derived DSTLs also use an integrated notation
and provide a replacement operator for this purpose. The operator has the
following syntax:
"[[" Element?

":-" Element?

"]]"

(1)

The operator replaces the element specified on the left of :- by the one
on its right. Furthermore, both sides can be left blank. If there is an element
on the left-hand side only it is removed, if it is on the right-hand side only
it is added. For example, in Figure 5, the operator is used to add a monitor
component and connecting ports (ll. 9-11). Besides replacing, adding and
removing elements, moving elements is possible using the replacement operator. Therefore, this operator is used in conjunction with schema variables.
In this case, an element is bound to a schema variable and the replacement
operator is used to remove it in one location and add it to another location

within the model. Due to the schema variable, the bound element is added
instead of a newly created one.
4.2.3. Negative Elements
Another feature derived DSTLs require is to prevent the presence of certain model elements, for instance, those elements that should be added. To
express this, DSTLs provide an operator that marks elements as forbidden.
The operator has the following syntax:
"not" "[[" Element "]]"

(2)

Thus, an element is enclosed in brackets and marked with the keyword
not to mark it as a negative and thus forbidden element. If negative elements
are present within the pattern a match for this pattern is found if a match for
the “simple” pattern elements is found and no match for the negative elements
is found. In this case, the transformation is applicable. For example, the
operator is used in Figure 5 (l. 8) to ensure no monitor component is present
before applying the transformation.
For simplicity and usability reasons negative elements are not allowed
to be nested. However, this limitation is compensated by the application
constraint explained in Section 4.2.7.
4.2.4. Collection Operator
A further feature of the derived DSTLs is the collection operator similar
to the set nodes in PROGRES [89] or multi objects in Fujaba [90]. Using this
operator, it is possible to match several similar structures within the model.
In contrast, to set nodes and multi objects, the collection operator allows to
match subpatterns multiple times. The operator has the following syntax:
"list" "[[" Element "]]"

(3)

The operator encloses a pattern element – and attached child elements
– in double square brackets and marks it with the keyword list. Other
approaches provide collection operators as well [91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97],
however, these do not use the concrete syntax of the DSL for the operator. The collection operator is greedy, i.e., it matches its pattern as often
as possible but at least once. In case the collection operator is used, the
transformation is applicable if a match for the "simple" pattern elements,
no match for the negative elements and at least one match for the pattern

inside the collection operator is found. An example for the collection operator is provided in Figure 6. Here, the pattern matches a component and all
connectors defined inside it.
01 component $_ {
02
list [[ connect $_ -> $_ ; ]]
03 }

MATrans

Figure 6: Example for the collection operator.

4.2.5. Optionality Operator
The DSTLs also provide an optionality operator, which enables marking
pattern elements as optional. Optional elements are matched if they are
present within the model. However, in case no match for an optional pattern
element is found, the transformation is still applicable. Thus, this operator
is useful to reduce the number of necessary transformations as this operator
allows to handle two cases – the element is present or absent – within the
same transformation. The operator has the following syntax:
"opt" "[[" Element "]]"

(4)

Thus, this operator encloses a model element in brackets and marks it
with the keyword opt. If an optional element is present in the pattern,
the transformation is applicable if the transformation without the optional
part is applicable. However, in case a match for the optional element is
present it is matched by the transformations and – if combined with the
replacement operator – modified. An example for the optional operator is
shown in Figure 7. This transformation matches an arbitrary component and
a port of type State of this component, if present.
01 component $_ {
02
opt [[ port in State $_ ; ]]
03 }

MATrans

Figure 7: Example for the optionality operator.

4.2.6. Variable Assignment
Derived DSTLs also feature an assignment block that allows calculating
values for schema variables that only occur on the RHS. This is useful for

values calculated based on other pattern elements, e.g., uncapitalize component types for deriving instance names [98]. The assignment block has the
following syntax:
"assign" "{"
(SchemaVar "=" Expression ";")+
"}"

(5)

An example of an assignment is shown in Figure 8. Here, the transformation adds an instance name to a subcomponent [98] and derives the name
based on the component’s type.
01 component $type [[ :- $name ]] ;
02
03 assign { $name = uncapitalize($type) }

MATrans

Figure 8: Example for the assignment block.

4.2.7. Application Constraint
Finally, the application constraint allows constraining the applicability of
a transformation. Therefore, the application constraint allows formulating
an expression that needs to be fulfilled. All variables used in the pattern
are available within the application constraint. Thus, if a pattern element
needs to be further constrained, a variable needs to be attached to it. The
application constraint has the following syntax:
"where" "{"
BooleanExpression
"}"
01 component $type {}
02
03 where { $type.equals("Monitor") }

(6)

MATrans

Figure 9: Example for application constraints.

An example of an assignment is shown in Figure 9. The transformation
matches a component but uses a variable for the component’s type. For
demonstration purposes, it uses the application constraint to constrain the
possible type of the component.

4.3. Deriving a Domain-Specific Transformation Language
Transformation languages support pattern descriptions and replacement
operations over elements of modeling languages. Domain-specific transformation languages realize both using the syntax of the DSL they are derived
from. In [76], we presented rules to derive DSTLs from a given DSL. Such
a DSTL consists of a common base grammar providing DSL-independent elements and of a grammar derived from the base language that defines the
DSL-specific elements. This section presents the corresponding derivation
rules to create the non-terminals for the DSTL’s operators and introduces
new derivation rules to complement [76]. As presented in [12, 76] models of
the DSTL, i.e., transformations, are translated to Java implementations that
are used to apply the corresponding transformations.
4.3.1. Rule 1: Grammar Structure
The quintessential element of a DSTL is its grammar, which our derivation mechanism populates with individual non-terminals for the different
transformation operations. This rule distinguishes between monolithic and
modular base grammars. For monolithic base grammars, it derives a single new DSTL grammar. For modular, i.e., inheriting, grammars, it retains
the inheritance relations and creates DSTL grammars for each super grammar. The resulting DSTL grammar then inherits from the DSTL grammars
derived from the super grammars.
Rule 1. For a base grammar L, create a new grammar T L. If L is monolithic, T L inherits from T F Commons, i.e.,
grammar TL extends TFCommons { }
Otherwise, for all of L’s super grammars SL1 . . . SLn , create the according
DSTL T SL1 . . . T SLn and create a new grammar header that inherits from
these grammars, i.e.,
grammar TL extends T SL1 , ..., T SLn { }
Here, the names T SL1 , ..., T SLn are derived from their respective base
grammars by adding the suffix TL (for “transformation language”).
The grammar TFCommons is a basis used for all DSTLs either directly or
transitively. This grammar provides DSL-independent non-terminals, such
as TfIdentifier that is used for schema variables and replacements of
names, as well as the non-terminals for the assignment block and the application constraints as explained later on.

4.3.2. Rule 2: Concrete Syntax and Schema Variables
For each non-terminal and each relevant keyword of the base grammar, we
create an interface non-terminal in the DSTL’s grammar. Keywords represented in the abstract syntax of the DSL are changeable and thus considered
as relevant. For instance, the keyword component of a component in MontiArc is not changeable – and hence has no representation in the abstract
syntax – but a method’s visibility keyword may be changed from public to
private and could be reflected by Boolean attributes in the abstract syntax. Implementation of the respective interfaces enables using not only the
base DSL’s concrete syntax but also schema variables and other operations
in its place. In the following, L denotes the base DSL’s grammar, T L the
DSTL under construction, N , K, and I are non-terminals and k a relevant
keyword. To capture the different alternatives for the DSL’s non-terminals,
this rule is split into six sub-rules.
Rule 2a. For each interface non-terminal N ∈ L, create a new interface
non-terminal N in the DSTL T L. If N ∈ L extends an interface non-terminal I ∈ L, then N ∈ T L extends the interface non-terminal I ∈ T L.
Rule 2b. For each normal non-terminal N ∈ L, create a new interface nonterminal N in the DSTL T L. If N ∈ L implements an interface non-terminal I ∈ L, then N ∈ T L also extends the interface non-terminal I ∈ T L.
If N ∈ L extends a normal non-terminal Y ∈ L, then N ∈ T L extends the
interface non-terminal Y ∈ T L.
The first two sub-rules ensure that inheritance relations between non-terminals of the DSL are represented in the DSTL. The next rule enables
patterns over keywords in the DSTL. Here, the interface non-terminal’s name
is derived from the keyword’s name by capitalizing its first letter, e.g., a
keyword abstract yields a DSTL non-terminal Abstract.
Rule 2c. For each relevant keyword k ∈ L, create a new interface non-terminal K in T L.
To flexibly match underspecified parts of the base DSL, the DSTL must
support using patterns in place of the DSL’s concrete syntax. As we reconstructed the DSL’s structure using interfaces, appropriate patterns can easily
be integrated through interface implementations as presented below:

Rule 2d. For each normal non-terminal N ∈ L, create a new non-terminal
N _P at ∈ T L, such that:
N_Pat implements N =
SyntaxOfN
| "N" SchemaVar
| SchemaVar "[[" SyntaxOfN "]]";,
where SyntaxOf N is a modified copy of N ’s rule body. This copy is modified to replace (1) all occurrences of relevant keywords k ∈ L with their
corresponding interface non-terminals; and (2) all occurrences of the non-terminal Name with the non-terminal TfIdentifier, which is defined in
the base grammar TFCommons.
This rule produces a disjunction of three parts. The first part is a copy
of the DSL’s syntax and, thus, allows describing the pattern by using the
same vocabulary as used in the model. Due to the derivation of interface
non-terminals described above, referenced non-terminals within the copied
syntax point to the created interface non-terminals. Consequently, the representation of the base grammar’s non-terminals does not rely on the base
grammar’s productions but references the derived interface non-terminals of
the DSTL. This enables using the base grammar’s concrete syntax (including schema variables) as well as the operators defined in the following. The
second part of the disjunction provides the option to use a schema variable
without specifying any properties of the matched model element (cf. Section 4.2.1). The last part combines schema variables with copied syntax and
facilitates binding pattern elements to variables (cf. Section 4.2.1).
Interface non-terminals do not define the concrete syntax on their own.
Hence, the representation of interface non-terminals omits SyntaxOf N . Moreover, transformation developers should be enabled to underspecify which specific implementation of a grammar rule must be present in a model. Thus,
their representation introduces schema variables of the interface non-terminal’s kind:
Rule 2e. For each interface non-terminal N ∈ L, create a new non-terminal
N _P at ∈ T L, such that:
N_Pat implements N =
"N" SchemaVar | SchemaVar "[[" N "]]";

The concrete syntax of a keyword is the keyword itself. Thus, there
are no schema variables for keywords and the created DSTL elements omit
corresponding alternatives:
Rule 2f. For each relevant keyword k ∈ L, create a new non-terminal K_P at ∈
T L, such that:
K_Pat implements K = k;
4.3.3. Rule 3: Replacement Operator
The replacement operator enables to create, update, and (re)move model
elements in an integrated notation. We derive a specific replacement operator for each non-terminal and relevant keyword of the base grammar to
support this create, read, update and delete functionality. As replacing model
elements differs from replacing keywords, this rule is separated into two subrules accordingly.
Rule 3a. For each normal non-terminal or interface non-terminal N ∈ L,
create a new non-terminal N _Rep ∈ T L, such that
N_Rep implements N = [[ lhs:N? :- rhs:N? ]];
These N _Rep non-terminals enable CRUD for model elements. The
second part of this rule is responsible for supporting CRUD for keywords.
Rule 3b. For each relevant keyword k ∈ L, create a non-terminal K_Rep ∈
T L, such that:
K_Rep implements K =
[[ k :- ]] | [[ :- k ]];
4.3.4. Rule 4: Negation Operator
Automated model transformation also needs to be able to react on omitted model elements. This, for instance, is useful to ensure the creation of new
model elements only in case they are not already present. To support this, we
derive rules for each non-terminal and relevant keyword that support specifying its negation. Again, this rule is separated into two parts responsible
for model elements and keywords, respectively.

Rule 4a. For each normal non-terminal and interface non-terminal N ∈ L,
create a new non-terminal N _N eg, such that:
N_Neg implements N = not [[ N ]];
Rule 4b. For each relevant keyword k ∈ L, create a new non-terminal
K_N eg ∈ T L, such that:
K_Neg implements K = not [[ k ]];
4.3.5. Rule 5: Collection Operator
The patterns introduced so far enable matching a single occurrence of a
modeling element or keyword only. For better expressiveness, we introduce
a collection operator that matches the contained pattern one or multiple
times. The following rule creates the required non-terminals to use collection
operators.
Rule 5. For each normal non-terminal or interface non-terminal N ∈ L,
create a new non-terminal N _List ∈ T L, such that:
N_List implements N = list [[ N ]];
For keywords, such a collection operator would match models supporting
the same keywords at the same position several times. As this should be
prevented in general [99], a collection operator for keywords is not supported.
4.3.6. Rule 6: Optional Operator
Optional occurrences of model elements are a specific refinement of collections that support zero or one of the specified model elements only. As
optionality can be applied to keywords, this rule is separated into parts responsible for model elements and keywords also.
Rule 6a. For each normal non-terminal or interface non-terminal N ∈ L,
create a new non-terminal N _Opt ∈ T L, such that:
N_Opt implements N = opt [[ N ]];
Rule 6b. For each relevant keyword k ∈ L, create a new non-terminal
K_Opt ∈ T L, such that:
K_Opt implements K = opt [[ k ]];
With these rules in place, transformations can act upon optional model
elements and keywords by matching the contained pattern at most one time.
This supports transforming elements that might be present in a model.

4.3.7. Rule 7: Starting Rules for DSTLs
Finally, each DSTL requires a dedicated starting rule combining the modeling elements specific to the DSTL with DSTL-independent application constraints and assignments. To this end, we combine the interfaces derived via
rules 2-6 into the disjunction AlternativeOfNTs and concatenate application constraints (Where clauses) as well as assignments (Assign block).
Application constraints and assignments leverage expressions and statements
imported from a language provided by the transformation framework.
Rule 7. Create a non-terminal TFRule such that:
TFRule = (AlternativeOf N T s)* Where?

Assign?;

This lifts all modeling elements of the base language to the DSTLs top
level, which enables describing transformations beginning with nested elements of the base language. This enables defining transformations that
match, for instance, ports of a component without having to model containing modeling elements of the host language. This allows for more efficient
transformation modeling. Moreover, it enables specifying patterns over different modeling elements that do not share a common parent element. This
especially enables addressing different models in a single transformation.
4.4. Deriving and Applying a Transformation Language
Figure 10 illustrates deriving and applying a transformation language
using MontiTrans. MontiTrans is a generator that implements the derivation
rules described in Section 4.3 and serves to demonstrate the applicability
of our approach. It generates the DSTL grammar and the infrastructure
to generate Java implementations for transformations described using the
DSTL. MontiTrans thus automates the development of DSTLs for language
developers and provides a generator for transformation developers to turn
their transformations into executable Java code.
For language developers, developing a DSTL according to the derivation
described in Section 4.3 consists of applying the MontiTrans generator and
providing the resulting DSTL including the created generator to transformation developers.
To apply a transformation, it is translated into a Java class that realizes a
pattern matching algorithm and is capable of modifying the model according
to the modifications described by the transformation. To ease the application
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Figure 10: Overview of deriving and applying a transformation language using MontiTrans.

of generated transformation implementations they share a uniform interface
as illustrated by Figure 11: Every generated transformation implementation
provides a constructor to pass one or multiple models to the transformation. Furthermore, methods to match the pattern and modify the model are
provided by every transformation: (1) the doPatternMatching method
executes the pattern matching part of the transformation and return true
in case the pattern was found, (2) the doPatternReplacement method
can be used to modify the model after the pattern was matched, and (3) the
doAll method first executes the pattern matching and afterwards modifies
the model. Finally, for every schema variable defined within a transformation
corresponding access methods are generated. These can be used to retrieve
the matched elements from the transformation (get) or to predefine the pattern elements for the transformation (set). Thus, these methods turn schema

pass one or multiple models
to the transformation
modifies the model
matches the pattern
and modifies the model

AddMonitor
AddMonitor(ASTNode models)
boolean doPatternMatching()
doReplacement()
doAll()
set_$portName(String a)
String get_$portName()
String get_$portType()
set_$portType(String a)

CD

matches the pattern within
the given model(s)
get or set values for
schema variables used
within the transformation

Figure 11: Java class generated for the exemplary MontiArcTL transformation shown
in Figure 5.

variables into parameters of a transformation.
Creating Java transformation implementations that share a uniform interface facilitates using transformations. Furthermore, these implementations
can easily be provided as libraries and used within different projects, such
as, for instance, different generators.
4.5. Deriving the MontiArcTL DSTL
Derivation of the MontiArcTL grammar begins with deriving transformation languages for the languages it extends. As MontiArc inherits from
the Types language provided by MontiCore to describe types and literals,
our automated transformation language derivation first derives the TypesTL
transformation language (cf. Section 4.3.1). Afterwards, it derives the MontiArcTL grammars as depicted in Figure 12 (right). While the MontiArc
grammar contains further elements (e.g., to model components, ports, or
connectors), these are not considered yet.
grammar MontiArc extends Types {
// further elements
}

MCG

grammar MontiArcTL extends TypesTL {
}

MCG

transformation language
derived for the Types language

Figure 12: Applying derivation rule 1.

The second derivation rule (cf. Section 4.3.2) iterates over interface nonterminals and normal non-terminals of the MontiArc grammar and creates
an interface non-terminal of the same name in MontiArcTL for each. Relations between interface non-terminals and normal non-terminals are reflected
by non-terminal extensions between the created interface non-terminals in
MontiArcTL. Lifting non-terminals of the base language to interfaces in the

transformation language enables providing different implementations (such
as patterns) at the same place. Applying rule 2 also creates a first implementation for each new interface non-terminal in MontiArcTL: the pattern
capable of matching the processed non-terminals. This pattern is a disjunction of three parts that enables matching either (1) the concrete syntax of
the input non-terminal; (2) a schema variable matching a complete instance
of the input non-terminal; or (3) a schema variable matching instances of this
non-terminal with specific properties. To this end, it also replaces occurrences
of names with instances of TfIdentifier to ensure schema variables can
be used and replacements of names can be expressed.
For the input non-terminal MAComponent of MontiArc as depicted in
Figure 13 (left), this results in the interface MAComponent and its pattern
MAComponent_Pat. This non-terminal, for instance, enables matching the
component Robot with the pattern depicted bottom-left in Figure 13 with
the pattern depicted bottom-right.
grammar MontiArc {

MCG

grammar MontiArcTL {

MCG

interface MAComponent extends Element;
MAComponent implements Element =

MAComponent_Pat implements MAComponent =

Stereotype?
"component" Name
(instanceName:Name)?
head:ComponentHead
body:ComponentBody;

Stereotype?
"component" Name:TfIdentifier
(instanceName:TfIdentifier)?
head:ComponentHead
body:ComponentBody
| "MAComponent" schemaVar:Name
| schemaVar:Name "[["

TfIdentifier
replaces
Name

Stereotype?
"component" Name:TfIdentifier
(instanceName:TfIdentifier)?
head:ComponentHead
body:ComponentBody
"]]";
}
component Robot {
// further elements
}

}
MA

component $_ {
// further elements
}

MATrans

Figure 13: Applying derivation rule 2.

To create, replace, or delete instances of non-terminals, the third derivation rule (cf. Section 4.3.3) creates a replacement operator for each normal
non-terminal and interface non-terminal of MontiArc as depicted in Fig-

ure 14: for the non-terminal MAComponent (top left) derivation creates the
non-terminal MAComponent_Rep (top right). This rule introduces a replacement pattern that supports omitting its left-hand side or its right-hand
side, and, thus, enables creating or deleting instances of the MAComponent
non-terminal. To enable using this pattern in places where components can
be matched, the non-terminal MAComponent_Rep also becomes an implementation of MontiArcTL’s MAComponent interface. Applying this pattern
to component Robot (bottom left) enables, for instance, integrating a new
subcomponent to take care of monitoring the Robot’s behavior (bottom
right).
grammar MontiArc {

MCG

MAComponent implements Element =
Stereotype?
"component" Name
(instanceName:Name)?
head:ComponentHead
body:ComponentBody;

MCG

interface MAComponent extends Element;
MAComponent_Rep implements MAComponent =
"[[" lhs:MAComponent? ":-" rhs:MAComponent? "]]";
}
enables creating, replacing, and deleting components using
the interface non-terminal Component of MontiArcTL

}
component Robot {
// further elements
}

grammar MontiArcTL {

MA

component $_ {
[[ :- component Monitor monitor {
port in $portType trigger,
out State state;
} ]]
}

MATrans

Figure 14: Applying derivation rule 3.

Similarly, the derivation rules 4-6 (cf. Section 4.3.4 - 4.3.6) create new nonterminals to negate patterns, list pattern instances, and handle optionality
in MontiArcTL, respectively. For MontiArc’s non-terminal MAComponent,
this produces the three rules MAComponent_Neg, MAComponent_List,
and MAComponent_Opt as depicted in Figure 15 (bottom right).
After applying these rules, MontiArcTL contains all patterns derived from
the interface non-terminals and normal non-terminals of MontiArc. To enable specifying any patterns, derivation rule 7 (cf. Section 4.3.7) creates the
TFRule starting non-terminal for MontiArcTL. TFRule is an iteration of
disjunctions over all interfaces derived from MontiArc’s non-terminals followed by an assignments block and a where clause. This non-terminal enables
describing transformations over arbitrary many patterns, restricting their
appearances through the where clause if necessary, and computing complex
calculations without polluting the patterns.

component Robot {
component Monitor monitor {
port in Trigger trigger,
out State state;
}
}
grammar MontiArc {

MA

MATrans

}
MCG

MAComponent implements Element =
Stereotype?
"component" Name
(instanceName:Name)?
head:ComponentHead
body:ComponentBody;

component $_ {
not [[component Monitor monitor { } ]]
list [[component $_ { } ]]
opt [[component Logger log { } ]]

grammar MontiArcTL {

MCG

interface MAComponent extends Element;
MAComponent_Neg implements MAComponent =
"not" "[[" MAComponent "]]";

// Rule 4

MAComponent_List implements MAComponent = // Rule 5
"list" "[[" MAComponent "]]";

}
MAComponent_Opt implements MAComponent =
"opt" "[[" MAComponent "]]";
}

// Rule 6

Figure 15: Applying derivation rules 4, 5, and 6.

4.6. Related Language Derivation Mechanisms
There are various approaches to engineer domain-specific transformation
languages. These, however, provide semi-automated support only [82, 83,
100, 101] or require fully manual language engineering [84, 102, 103]
Semi-automated approaches often derive pattern languages based on the
input languages’ metamodels [82, 83]. While this enables specifying the lefthand side and right-hand side of the transformation, the DSTL developer
must provide a concrete syntax manually (e.g., through an editor). Similarly,
there are approaches to derive graphical DSTLs from graphical DSLs [100,
101]. Here, concrete syntax and abstract syntax must be integrated manually
as well.
Manual engineering of DSTLs often begins bottom-up, such that complex DSTLs are composed of individual transformation modules [102, 103].
Lacking automated integration, manually engineering DSTLs from modules
is generally as complex as engineering new DSTLs from scratch. A tool to
overcome this challenge is AToMPM [104, 105], which supports automated
derivation of graphical DSTLs only. The ideas presented in [106] also support automated derivation of DSTLs. An implementation is yet to be presented. Another approach is presented in [48] here a language definition can
be accompanied by a set of rewriting rules. These rewriting rules provide
a similar functionality as a derived transformation language such as rewrit-

grammar MontiArc {

MCG

grammar MontiArcTL {

MAComponent implements Element = /*…*/;
Port implements Element = /*…*/;
Connector implements Element = /*…*/;

MCG

TFRule =
(MAComponent | Port | Connector | /*…*/ )*
TFAssignments? TFWhere?;

}
// Inherited from TFCommons
TFAssignments = "assign" "{" Assign* "}";
Assign =
variable:Name "=" value:Expression ";" ;
TFWhere =
"where" "{" constraint:Expression "}";
}
component Robot {
// further elements
}

MA

component $name {
}

MATrans

assign { $name = $name + "Monitored"; }
where { !$name.contains("Monitored") }

Figure 16: Applying derivation rule 7.

ing for patterns, list operator or conditional rewriting rules described using
the languages concrete syntax. However, the intention of the approach presented in [48] differs as the underlying assumption is that all models of a
language are treated similarly and transformations are used to compile, i.e.,
generate the corresponding code and thus rewriting rules can be developed in
conjunction with the grammar. In contrast, our approach not only addresses
compiler or generator developers but in addition modelers that should be able
to express transformations for their models, e.g. to refactor or systematically
update their models. Transformations can be developed independently of the
grammar and thus be added without changing the grammar. It is also possible to develop different sets of transformations for different target platforms
[98]. Furthermore, the generated code is Java code instead of C code, which
integrates nicely with the MontiCore language workbench. The generated
pattern matching process is realized by graph transformation rather than
term rewriting and not limited to one input model. Matches for patterns can
even be distributed over several input models.
Other uses for language derivation are tagging, delta-modeling, and specification of edit operations. Tagging languages [61], for instance, enable attaching information (tags) to models of the language the tagging language is
derived from. This enables functionality similar to stereotypes but prevents

polluting the base model. Delta-modeling languages enable describing transformations for specific models using the base language’s syntax [107, 60]. In
contrast to transformations, deltas rarely are generalizable to sets of models. Similarly, model-editing language [108, 109] derive syntax-preserving edit
operations for models of the base language.
Generating transformations from example models is another way to automatically derive transformations. However, these do not lead to reusable
DSTLs [110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115].
5. Discussion
Research in software language engineering investigates the efficient engineering, deployment, use, and evolution of software languages to support software engineers and domain experts to efficiently model future systems. DSLs
foster innovation and efficiency in software engineering. They have become
crucial innovation drivers in many disciplines, including Automotive [116],
Avionics [16], Civil Engineering [117], Industry 4.0 [118], Robotics [119], and
Software Engineering.
Yet, many successful DSLs are engineered ad-hoc and proprietary. Without concentrated research on foundations, concepts, methods, and tools for
software language engineering, software engineering practitioners and researchers will be unable to leverage these benefits to deploy the future’s
smart, distributed, cyber-physical systems. The adoption of DSLs raises
three challenges:
1. The lack of commonly accepted foundations of software languages that
practitioners and researchers of different domains can use, rely, and
advance upon;
2. The systematic reuse of DSLs and DSL components to efficiently engineer new languages from existing ones;
3. The coordinated use of multiple DSLs each handling specific system
aspects that enable domain experts to contribute their expertise to
complex projects; and
Regarding commonly accepted foundations for SLE, there are some agreements in some schools of thoughts. These include, for instance, agreeing on
the conceptual constituents of a software language, such as concrete syntax,

abstract syntax, static semantics, and dynamic semantics [18], as well as
agreeing on specific implementation technologies, such as EMF ECore [39].
While the former leaves much room for interpretation, the latter only touches
the abstract syntax. Commonly accepted technological foundations for implementation of concrete syntax, static semantics, and dynamic semantics are
yet to be identified. Consequently, many language workbenches stipulate different notions of language components and feature different implementation
technologies [33].
Flexible reuse of DSLs and DSL components from different technological spaces to construct new languages would greatly benefit from commonly
accepted foundations. Without these, reuse is restricted to specific technological spaces, such as between ECore-based languages or MontiCore languages. In these spaces, different approaches to reuse languages – either
through composition [51], integration [18], or derivation (cf. Section 4.3) –
have been achieved. The derivation mechanism explained in this paper focusses on transformation languages and illustrates that deriving languages
from another might be a worthwhile investigation as well. It has been applied
to deriving delta languages [60] and tagging languages [61] as well, but its
generalization requires further investigation.
Recently, concepts of reuse for DSLs have been presented that operate on
staging different reuse mechanisms according to the VCU [120] (variability,
customization, use) model [121]. While these can support reuse in the same
technological space, truly flexible reuse of DSLs and DSL components across
language workbench boundaries requires for efficiently bridging their respective technological spaces or agreeing on a “lingua franca” for DSL definition
– similar to many general-purpose programming languages being compatible
to the JVM (e.g., Scala, Groovy).
The efficient coordinated use of multiple DSLs for different system aspects currently is successful for apriori integrated language families (such as
the UML [3] or SysML [122] languages) only. For heterogeneous, independent languages, their coordinated reuse still requires comprehensive efforts to
integrate both the DSLs and related software tools. Research in solutions to
the coordinated execution of models focuses on exchanging symbols between
the DSLs and having a mechanism to control the flow of symbols between
models of the different DSLs [62]. Coordinated use of DSLs would require an
understanding of possible DSL manifestations that is yet to be achieved.

6. Conclusion
Ludwig Wittgenstein once postulated that the limits of his language are
the limits of his world. Modern programming languages are suitable to describe structure, operations, and data, while general-purpose modeling languages, such as UML, are suitable for specifying structure, architecture, and
behavior of software systems. However, both kinds of languages suffer from
being designed for software engineers and raise a gap between the problem
domains (such as medicine, physics, robotics) and the solution domain of
software engineering.
Software is eating the world and domains are being digitalized with increasing velocity. Consequently, an increasing number of non software experts (such as physicists, mechanical engineers, or even lawyers) have to
manage to encode their information, knowledge, methods, and procedures
digitally. Thus, providing suitable languages to these domain experts is crucial. This includes models of various unforeseen forms and calls for a strong
and active field of software language engineering.
Software language engineering envisions a systematic way of developing
language components, integrating and composing these into larger languages,
modifying and extending these as desired, as well as to facilitate the evolution
of digitalized domains. We discussed these language engineering techniques
on three levels: domain-specific transformation models support domain experts in modifying their models without being forced to learn overly generic
transformation languages (level 1). The DSTL itself is generated based on
a DSL using a language derivation mechanism (level 2). This, in turn, is
engineered by means of a grammar-based language workbench – in this case,
MontiCore (level 3). Only on the level of language workbenches, language
engineering techniques become feasible.
Despite these principles being understood to some extent, it still takes
more time and joint research efforts to industrially capitalize on these advances.
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